
Head Teacher’s Message 

 

The start of term, despite the challenges we have faced following last week’s government policy 
changes, has gone very well and we have been overwhelmed by the flow of positive emails and social 
media posts that have recognised the momentous achievements of staff and students in adapting 
swiftly to remote learning.  We welcome your thanks and positive feedback and thank you for taking 
the time to convey your support. 

We have seen excellent levels of engagement in our live lessons, and in students accessing work set 
on Satchel One.  We thank our school-based staff who are supporting the children of key workers and 
our most vulnerable students in school, and we thank all parents and carers who are supporting their 
children at home at the current time – we know that you are also facing a number of challenges and 
that the weeks ahead may not be easy. However, we appreciate your efforts in ensuring students have 
the right access, space and equipment to work effectively. If you need support as we progress through 
this term, please contact your child’s tutor in the first instance.  

 

Learning at home 

 

Throughout the period since the partial closure in March 2020, we have made it a priority to teach the 
curriculum we have planned, and to try to keep things as normal as possible.  In this way, our students 
will not be disadvantaged when they move on to the next stage in their learning.   

As teachers, we are constantly sharing ideas about how we can use the technology we have available 
to enhance learning.  We are learning new skills and students will be too: they are having to be more 
independent, and learn to use software that will help them in their further study and eventually in their 
working lives.  For a number of us this is a challenge, and we need to support one another as we learn. 

Many of us miss the opportunities for physical activity that occur naturally during the school day, and it 
is important that students use their two breaks (which now happen at the same time each day              
– 11.05 – 11.30 and 1.30 – 2.00pm) to eat, and get away from their desks.  I have asked staff to finish 
periods 1 and 3, which do not fall before a break, 5 minutes early so that students can get up and 
stretch their legs should they want to. We hope that many students will be able to take some exercise 
after school, in line with government guidelines: gradually the evenings are getting lighter! 



 

In a normal classroom, staff easily see how quickly students can complete a task, and help when students 
are struggling. This is much harder to do when we work online, so it is important that students contact 
their class teacher if they are finding a piece of work difficult.  For teachers, collecting and marking work 
online takes longer than usual, but we aim to keep to our normal timescales, so that at least one piece of 
work from each student is marked at every three weeks. 

 

How will students be assessed in year 11 and in the sixth form? 

You may have seen in the news this week that the Education Secretary wrote to the chief regulator of 
Ofqual, asking him to launch a two-week consultation on the alternative arrangements needed to award 
qualifications this summer.  You can read the full text of his letter here: https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951797/
Letter_from_Gavin_Williamson_to_Simon_Lebus.pdf 

The letter makes clear that there are a number of things to be decided: we know that teachers will look at 
“a breadth of evidence” and the consultation should explore “the possibility of providing externally set 
tasks or papers, in order that teachers can draw on this resource to support their assessment of            
students.”   

For our staff and students, it is important that we continue to teach our planned curriculum.   Students 
need to work to the best of their ability, so that we have evidence of their continued effort and progress.  
We will be asking students to submit work, including NEAs in those subjects where they are part of the 
course.  We will therefore be in a position to respond to the outcomes of the consultation once they are 
published. 

 

Parents’ evenings 

We are delighted to have registered with parents-booking.com, which, so far, has enabled our Y11 and 
Y8 parents’ evenings to be held virtually and has given teaching staff the opportunity to share successes 
and next steps with students and their families. 70% of our Y11 families and 71% of Y8 families have    
accessed these appointments and we thank you for your positive feedback. Here is a snapshot of some 
of the comments we have received:  

 “My son’s parents’ evening was brilliant. I preferred this way of doing it. Everyone kept to their 
timeslots. Very impressed”  

 “Really efficient system. Didn’t interrupt my younger daughter’s routine. Thank you so much.” 

The parents-booking team are developing their software so families in two households will be able to     
access parents’ evening calls together in the future. Thank you for embracing this new technology and for 
booking your appointments online.  

 
Test and Trace 

  

Our Covid-19 testing programme for staff and students has started and the 'lateral flow tests' (LFT), along 
with the other protective measures we have in place, are helping staff, the children of critical workers and 
vulnerable students to remain in school safely. I would like to thank the 645 parents and carers who, at 
the time of writing, have already sent their consent forms back into school. I would urge others who would 
like their children to be included in this voluntary testing programme to submit theirs to:                    
rbrenchley@chenderit.net, even if your child is not expected in school until after half term.  

  

If your child returns home with a Test and Trace registration card with barcode, please ensure they        
pre-register up to 24 hours in advance of their Lateral Flow Test. Please note that it is imperative for      
students to return to school the next school day with their registration card and barcodes intact, ready for 
the test to take place. For students under 13 years of age, a parent/guardian email contact must be       
provided during the registration process so that the result can be sent to you. If you require any support 
with the registration process, please communicate with Mrs R. Brenchley. 

 
I wish you all an enjoyable weekend.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951797/Letter_from_Gavin_Williamson_to_Simon_Lebus.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951797/Letter_from_Gavin_Williamson_to_Simon_Lebus.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/951797/Letter_from_Gavin_Williamson_to_Simon_Lebus.pdf
http://parents-booking.com
mailto:rbrenchley@chenderit.net


 

REMINDER FOR PARENTS 

COVID TESTING CONSENT 

If you have not yet done so, please can you complete the consent form, 

either online or by posting the hard copy back. 

PLEASE NOTE: Even if consent is not given, we require a record of this. 

 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Engagement and Interactivity in Online Lessons 

Here are examples of a couple of Jamboards from A level politics. This is an interactive whiteboard via 
online lessons where students and teachers can collaborate together on a question/issue. Here students 
had to summarise their learning on the topics displayed. This all takes place in real time and full               
discussion happens throughout, making it more meaningful and purposeful. Copies of the Jamboards can 
then be uploaded to Google classroom for students to access/print out and use to support their learning. 
With tools like this, our teaching is very much 'business as usual'. Not only are we ensuring high level, on 
track delivery of course content, but also employing technology to support learning and deeper thinking 
around this. 

Mr Deakin—Head of Social Sciences 

 



 



 

ENGLISH 

What a positive start to the year we have had! Amongst all the nationwide uncertainty and everyone      

getting used to the ‘new normal’, we have seen such positivity, flexibility and resilience in our English     

students.  

Thank you to you all for adapting so quickly and being open to using new methods of communication. You 

may have seen some of our teachers issue you with a Remote Learning workbook on Google Docs, for 

instance, which is an online exercise book that is live and visible between student and teacher allowing for 

easy access and feedback.  

Special mention goes to our GCSE and A Level students who have been working so hard towards exams 

and we are working with them to support them through this challenging year. We will update you as soon 

as we have further guidance on this. 

 

Message from Ms Godfrey 

 
As usual, I have been so impressed by the resilience, flexibility and enthusiasm of all my students in this 
third period of lockdown. On the first day of remote learning, I had almost 100% attendance in all my      
lessons and students were contributing with their normal insight and intelligence, some verbally and some 
using the 'chat' function. Clearly many had also done a considerable amount of work over the holidays, 
despite these uncertain times. Thank you for all your hard work. 
 
Ms Godfrey 
 

 

 

Stars!  

 

Mrs Nowell’s Star of the week: 

Finn Burton (Y11) is my star of the week for utilising GCSE Pod across all subject areas. 

Miss Godfrey’s Stars 
 
7A2 
Daniel Smith 
James Hill 
Grace Froom 
Jack Barrett 

11A1 
Anna Hassall 
Poppy Williams 
Lily Bright 
Erin Tranter 

11B1 
Bronny Smith 
Maicie Jakeman 
Hannah Mitchell 
Grace Rogers 
Chloe Howe 
Isabelle Vaughan 

Mr Lindsay’s Stars of day one: 

  

9A/En3 

Lollie Wareing ,Reuben Clayton, Dhaym Shah, Myron Barnett, Fin Denison, Anna Wilkins 

  

8A/En2 

Kayleigh Judge, Ifra Bibi, Harry Hirons, Ifra Bibi, Eliot Ford-Ziemelis, Ruby Cranley 

  

9B/En1 

Charlie Cubit-ONeill 

As usual, Year Nine, our high standards continue to shine. All of us have been exemplary young people 
during this strange time. Keep up, all your hard work – it is being recognised! 
  
10A/En3 – Annie Stuart, Ryan Ingham, Jamie Cooknell 



Mrs Sivyer’s Stars 
 
My Y11 groups were all online and engaged with their lessons and using the digital workbook.  
My Y7 groups have also been very eager to join and engage with their learning. You are all stars. Keep it 
up! 
 

Miss McGee has been super impressed with 9B2 and 9A2 who have done some amazing work over the 
winter break, producing posters and leaflets about the 1930s ready for their new topic Of Mice and 
Men. I'd like to say a big well done on working so hard and producing some fantastic work! 
 
Miss McGee’s Stars: 
9A2: 
Eva Antunovic  
Katie Dudley-Cave  
Rebecca Marsh 
9B2: 
Max Preest  
Ellie Jackson  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Y7 Readers                               

“What have you been reading over Christmas?” 

-Over the holiday I have been reading Unfinished Tales of Numenor and Middle-Earth by J.R.R. Tolkien, 

The Wizard of Once - Never and Forever by Cressida Cowell, Aurora Rising by Amie Kaufman & Jay   

Kristoff and Difficult Riddles by M. Prefontaine. I have also been listening to the unabridged audiobook of 

the Hobbit, read by Rob Inglis. 

-William Brookes-Baker 

Harry Potter! 

-Alex Capel 

I've recently been reading Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief. I'm really enjoying it. My best friend   

recommended it to me and now I'm addicted. The Percy Jackson book is about a young boy with just a 

mean step-father and a father. However he doesn't know who is Father is until he later discovers his      

Father is Poseidon. Poseidon is accused of taking Zeus's lightning bolt and with Percy's friends (Grover 

the faun and Annabeth) go on a journey to find the true culprit... 

-Evie Percival 

I have been recently been reading a book called The Borrowers. It is the best book I have read and it also 

is a film. There is Arrietty, Pea Green, Mum and their dad. Pea Green is the youngest and most cautious 

and Arrietty is the eldest sibling and she is the most curious to see the world. The Borrowers are tiny     

people who live in the walls and floorboards and there are millions of Borrowers in the world. The book is 

written by Mary Norton.  

-Charlotte Lock 

Thank you Y7! You may just inspire more readers with these suggestions. 

Miss Sackman’s Stars 

Year 7 - William Harding, Rhys Tracey, Sophie Kenney 
Year 8 - Bella Pitch, Will Bouvier, Alfie Briggs 
Year 9 - Tyler Parsons, Darcie Canning, Leo Anderson 
Year 10 - Chloe Dreamer, Jessica Morgan, Archie Hunt , Maddie 
Lawrence, Kayleigh Best, Josh Fisher 



Challenge: 

Can you set yourself a reading target for 2021? Perhaps write it in your English books  

today.  

We would love to see your progress on this!  

  
 

 
Happy reading! 

  

Writing competition: 
 https://readfoundation.org.uk/write-for-read/ 
The deadline is Monday 11th January- so be quick! 

 
Reading resources: 
The reading agency has some fab resources: https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/4743/  
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/  
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://readfoundation.org.uk/write-for-read/
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/4743/
https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/


Year 9 English work examples: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Max Preest                                                                      Eva Antunovic 

Rebecca Marsh 

                        Ellie Jackson 



Activity at home during lockdown – Including Core PE lessons 

 

The PE team have been thrilled to see so much buy-in and activity from our Y11    

students in such a challenging time for them. There have been some great            

examples shared by students since the start of January, from home core-strength 

workouts, brisk walking whilst actually online in core PE lessons, through to horse 

riding too! Brilliant Y11 – keep it up!!! 

We are conscious that during lockdown keeping active is difficult; however, at 

school we use some different ways to monitor the intensity of the exercise we do. 

One way is using the ‘Borg Rate of Perceived Exertion Scale’. The scale shown 
below is simplified up to 10 for ease of use in school. Borg was a Swedish            
researcher who devised a scale so that people could track how hard they work. As 
a rough guide, any exercise in the 2/3 blue band (see below) will contribute to   
maintaining energy balance, maintaining healthy body weight and bringing about 
the onset of mental wellbeing. Everyone should aim to work up to and within 4/6 
(see below) at least 3 times per week in order to improve heart health, reducing the 
chances of weight gain and cardio-respiratory diseases – the feel good hormone 
serotonin is also released when working here, rewarding you and boosting mental 
as well as physical health. Core PE lessons are setting tasks that are hopefully      
challenging students to work within the green and yellow bands below –                   
understandably challenging in a bedroom or shared space, but as a guide it is a 
good way of gauging whether you will have health benefits to what you are doing. 



 

Chenderit Sixth Form  

Sixth Form Weekly Bulletin 
Week Beginning: 11th January 2021 

Weekly Message 

Dear Parents and Carers 

This week saw our Year 12 and Year 13 students begin 

their PPEs, and it has been fantastic to speak to our 

students in tutor time and hear how they have been 

revising to make the most of this opportunity. Whilst 

our assessment of student progress will continue once 

they return to the school environment, these PPEs  

allow our students the key opportunity to show the 

progress they have made this year and also allow us 

as a staff body to support students in their studies. 

With their clear dedication to preparation and        

revision over the past few weeks, I am sure that we 

will have some great success stories for each of our 

students once the PPE grades are published! 

With preparation on our minds, we are continuing to 

work with our Year 12 and Year 13 students to ensure 

that they are well prepared and organised for their 

destinations post-18. Please find more details on our 

upcoming student finance and UCAS and careers     

evenings opposite. These events are always well      

attended by students and parents and carers, and we 

look forward to welcoming as many of you as         

possible to these events, albeit remotely this year via 

Google Live Stream. As ever, if there is any further 

information you would like us to provide as a Sixth 

Form team, please do let me know.                                                

                                                                  - Mr. B. Belstone. 

Post-18 Progression Routes Evening – 20th January: 

Each year, we offer our Year 12 students and their       

parents and carers a Post-18 Progression Routes        

Evening. During this evening, information on all possible 

destinations and pathways post-18 are discussed,      

helping students and parents to have a better                     

understanding of the routes that students can take at the 

end of Year 13. The following information will be          

discussed on the evening: 

 The UCAS and university application process 

 Apprenticeships and how to apply 

 Gap year opportunities and support 

We look forward to welcoming as many of you as         

possible on the 20th January at 6:00pm via the Google 

Live Stream link that was sent out in a letter to Sixth 

Form parents earlier this week. 

Tutor Time Overview: 

The key theme for this week is ‘Accountability’, and 

students in Sixth Form tutor groups have been          

focusing on study skills, particularly what effective 

revision strategies look like. This will ensure that 

they are fully prepared for their PPEs which are            

continuing to run for the rest of this week. Our tutor 

team has continued to meet with all Sixth Form          

students this week to check on their wellbeing during 

the PPE period. If you have any concerns about your 

child during this time, and throughout the rest of the 

year, please do contact the Sixth Form Team 

(sixthform@chenderit.net) or the school’s inclusion 

team – all details for them, and wider agencies that 

can support can be found on the school’s wellbeing 

page on our website: http://

www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp  

UCAS Deadline – 29th January: 

The deadline to submit UCAS applications to start         

university in October 2021 was extended to 29th January 

last week to allow students and schools more time to 

submit applications during the nationwide lockdown. 

This deadline is for applicants to ensure their                

applications are fully considered. After this date,         

students can still apply to university, but if courses are 

full, then they can be turned down without their               

applications being considered. Well done to all students 

who have already submitted their applications – we 

have submitted over 70 already this year! 

Year 13 Student Finance Evening – 27th January: 

Now that the UCAS application cycle is drawing to a 

close, many Sixth Forms and colleges leave their students 

to manage their applications independently, especially in 

regards to their student finance applications. However, 

the amount of information about how to apply and the 

implications of student finances on future pay is        

something that needs to be clearly understood by all who 

are involved in the process. In order to ensure our Year 13 

students and parents and carers are fully aware of the 

student finance application process, we have organised a 

talk on the topic which will give information on the key 

details above. The details and link to the Google Live 

Stream will be sent out in a letter next week to all         

parents and carers of our Year 13 students. 

mailto:sixthform@chenderit.net
http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp
http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp


ART 

Welcome to Lockdown Three! 

Remote learning is in full swing for everyone in the Art Department. It has been great to see so many   

students engaged and enthused and creating beautiful artwork. We know that the structure of live lessons 

can, at times, be demanding, but it has been great to see how students have used the opportunity to   

create artwork as a way to take a breath and to focus on one thing for a sustained period of time. Please 

make sure you keep us updated with the work that you have completed and feel free to email us with any 

questions you might have. We are here to help! 

Whether you are a student working from home, a student working in school or a parent supporting home 

learning, you will inevitably be faced with new challenges and frustrations. Please do your best to         

remember our school mantra: “Aim high. Work hard. Be nice.” Make the most of this time. You might just 

surprise yourself with what you find that you are capable of! 

 

In The Spotlight 

Another lockdown means that our Heseltine Gallery must sadly remain closed to visitors, but despite that 
we are delighted to announce a new on-line exhibition which is well worth investigating. “In The Spotlight” 
showcases the work of two local artists who were each worthy winners of the 2D and 3D awards at our 
2019 South Northants and North Oxfordshire Open Selected Exhibition.  Rachel Cronin, winner of the 2D 
award, uses dynamic colours and expressive marks to create her haunting, abstracted landscape       
paintings whereas Sue Clayton, winner of the 3D award, is influenced by the art of China, Japan and the 
natural world. Please check out the Heseltine Gallery website and take a look yourself at this incredible 
work. Let us know if you are inspired by what you see! Remember to follow The Heseltine Gallery on    
Instagram to keep up to date with everything to do with art, locally, nationally and even internationally. At 
times like this, when we are all feeling a bit isolated, it’s a great way to keep in touch, to keep inspired and 
to keep your spirits high!  

 

 



 

Year Twelve Self Portraits 

Year Twelve are continuing to practise their portrait skills. Just before the Christmas break, several        
students created work inspired by the artists Chuck Close and Amanda Clyne. Making connections         
between work investigated and your own practical work is a key feature of both the GCSE and A level 
courses. We can’t wait to see what this lot are able to achieve during this lockdown period… 

 

Year Eight: Natural Forms Inspired by Georgia O’Keeffe 

Just like our Year Twelve artists, students in Year Eight have been busy creating images inspired by the 
artist that they have been investigating: Georgia O’Keeffe. Students have been asked to consider the key 
features of O’Keeffe’s work and to use this as a starting point for their own practical work. The work here 
was created entirely independently, so we know that this lot are a talented bunch. Again, we are           
desperate to see how these students will respond to all the exciting challenges that we have in store for 
them during this period of remote learning. 

 



 

Health and Social Care 

Year 9 H&SC 

Over the past 2 weeks Mrs Lester's H&SC class have started their first piece of coursework. This piece of 

work is worth 25% of their final grade and the title of it is 'Understanding Life Stages'. This piece of 

coursework builds on the work the class have been covering since we returned to school in September 

and includes looking at how children and adults develop physically, intellectually, linguistically, emotionally 

and socially across 3 life stages, these being childhood (age 5-10), adolescence (age 10-18) and        

adulthood (ages 18-65). 

Mrs Hoose’s group will be starting the same coursework next week. This week we have been completing 

our work on non birth defects.  We have studied the effect on individual’s lives of epilepsy and anorexia.   

 
Year 10 H&SC 

Our year 10 students have also started a new piece of coursework. This is worth 25% of their final H&SC 
grade. The title of the year 10 coursework is 'Understanding the development and protection of young 
children in an early year’s setting'. During this unit of work we will be focussing on the infancy life stage   
(0-5 years old) looking at how children develop physically, intellectually, linguistically, emotionally and   
socially. We also look at how to keep these children safe and secure in the environment where they are 
being looked after (nursery, childminders etc). 

 



 

 

NSPCC 

 

 

We know the last year has been anything but normal and it’s been a challenging time for lots of families. Over the next few 

months we’re all going to be spending more time at home and on the internet. Our Lockdown Hub is here to help you find the 

latest advice on popular apps and tips to help keep your child safe online during lockdown and beyond.   

 

 

The New Year is also a great time for your family to create some new rules to help keep safe online – especially if your child got a 

device over the festive period. There are lots of benefits to spending time online but it’s important to set boundaries with your 

child about what they can do. Arrange a time to sit down together soon and agree some rules using our Family Agreement      

template.  

 

This month we’ve also updated our TikTok review to include information on the latest features added to Family Safety Mode, and 

published new advice on how to use parental controls on your child’s gaming device to help keep them safe while they're playing 

their favourite games.   

   

 

Visit our Lockdown Hub  

TECHNOLOGY 

http://email.nspcc.org.uk/c/1YMGONYcY8wSTKjXDHIjjxncd
http://email.nspcc.org.uk/c/1YMGWMETPBdSPHOlmQv0LuBnp
http://email.nspcc.org.uk/c/1YMH0M0fgkznNGyxepTmutdt0
http://email.nspcc.org.uk/c/1YMH4LlAH3USLFiJ5ZhIdrPyB
http://email.nspcc.org.uk/c/1YMH8KGW7NgnJE2UXyG3WqrEc
http://email.nspcc.org.uk/c/1YMGSNjyoRSnRJ49vh6F2vZhO


Inclusion 

In literacy lessons, students read a shared text as a class, each lesson.  

One activity that will help your child to succeed in all their subjects is to read regularly at 

home, to improve their fluency and comprehension as well as to broaden their vocabulary. 

Encouraging reading for pleasure at home 

Reading to relax. After a busy day, reading can be a really calming activity and much more 

useful to students than screen time. Discuss a time that best suits your child to read at 

home. 

Book talk. Ask your children about the books they are reading. 

Make links. Does what you’re reading remind you of a situation that you have been in          

before? 

Make predictions. Discuss what you think might happen next in a story or how it could end? 

Discuss emotions. How does the book make you feel? Expressing emotions can be difficult 

for some children so this can help them to understand their own feelings. 

Reading role models. Many children will copy what their parents do, so it’s important to 

make sure that children see us reading. 

  

 

Please encourage your child to read a little each day at home. It’s useful to record what 

they’ve read in their reading diary to show their understanding. They should aim for 20 

minutes ideally and make sure that they have chosen a book that appeals to them. 

In the words of the wonderful Roald Dahl, “Books shouldn’t be daunting, they should be  

funny, exciting and wonderful; learning to be a reader gives a terrific advantage.”  

I have been really impressed by so many of our students working hard and making           

excellent contributions in their online lessons. Our super stars this week are: 

Year 7: Lily Edwards and Alex Handley 

Year 8: Harry Pearson 

Year 9: Tom Beck, Charlie Metcalfe, Dhaym Shah 

Keep up the great work everyone.  

Ms Broady-Bennett and the Inclusion team 



 



Maths 

Although it has been the most unusual start to the new term, our students have been 

making us proud, as always, with their fantastic efforts. While home learning is not ideal 

and presents many new challenges for us all to overcome, there are lots of things you 

can do to make remote learning as successful (and stress-free!) as possible… 

10 Tips for getting the best from your online Maths lessons  

Check Satchel One (smhw) and Google Classroom so you know when your lessons are 

and what your teacher is expecting you to do.  

Check you know your login details for any websites your teacher is expecting you to use.  

Make sure you have downloaded any worksheets you will need for the lesson and you 

are well prepared – just as you would be in school.  

Join your live lessons on time. This means you won’t miss out on any teaching and            

explanations at the start of the lesson.  

Join in! Ask and answer questions. Its an odd way to be working, but if everyone joins in 

like you would do in our classrooms, it will feel more like a “normal” lesson.  

Complete as much of the work as possible during your lessons.  

Ask for help if you need it – just like you would in school. Email your teachers if you don’t 

feel comfortable asking during the live lessons. They will be pleased to hear from you 

and will do everything they can to help.  

Ask for extension work if you are finding tasks too easy or you get through them quickly.  

Submit your work if/ when requested. This helps your teachers to be able to give you 

some feedback and informs our planning for the rest of a unit – just as it would in 

school.  

Take responsibility for your learning… Your teachers will set your work, help you, deliver 

live lessons… YOU need to embrace those opportunities to ensure you continue to 

make good progress.  
 

Teacher nominations: 

Mr Byford: Charlie Clayton and Abi Gregory (YR11) Great determination in attempting 

new higher topics in preparation for the next step, great attitude. 

Mr Tyler: Holly MacDonald (Yr8) Fantastic effort in lessons and producing high quality 

classwork. Millie-May Shooter (Yr9) Working even harder at home. 

Ms Kennedy: Yvonne Aschkar (Yr9) for her hard work leading to excellent progress and 

the highest mark in her group for the last test. Hashem Ahmed (Yr9) for showing               

enthusiasm and always aiming to finish every task first which he has frequently achieved 

since he moved up into this group, with a high level of success. Charlie Harrison (Yr10) for 

really applying himself to the Trigonometry work last term. I was very impressed with his 

hard work and positive can-do attitude. Neva Barrett and Rebecca Russell (Yr8) who are 

so keen to answer questions during every live lesson. Lewis Baker (Yr8) who is focused 

and hardworking every lesson. This is having an excellent impact on his level of     

achievement. 



Mr Smith: Maggie Newbury, Dan Smith, Kiya Tustain, Egan Ward and Olivia Webster (Yr7) 

Eleanor Handley, Olivia Mayerhofer and Poppy Richards (Yr9) Libby Marchant (Yr 11) 
 

Mrs Pennells: Alfie Briggs (Yr8) Fantastic effort in our live lessons. Answers lots of great 

questions to help him to understand new skills. Aoife McHenry (Yr10) Consistently            

excellent attitude to learning. Really determined to understand things, however           

challenging she finds them at first.  

Mrs McMahon: Chloe Deamer (Yr10) watching the videos before lesson and completing 

all the work set. Sophia Filby (Yr10) asking useful questions and completing work to a 

high standard. Joshua Fisher (Yr10) staying on the full lesson to have support if needed, 

asking useful questions, working hard. Amelia Moore (Yr8) doing exactly what is asked of 

her – extension tasks completed, picking up new topics brilliantly. Vinny Wilkins (Yr8) 

great participation, great use of questions and adding useful comments to help others 

Harry Treml (Yr11) working hard, asking questions to support his understanding of new 

topics. Freddie Brown (Yr11) great attendance to live lessons. Completing work to a 

good standard. Phoebe Frampton and Ben Powell (Yr11) great test result, pushing to 

reach their targets on Maths watch exam.  

Mrs Bagga: Sophie Ella-Ford, William Currier, Bronny Smith and Ella Adams (Yr11) Working 

hard in lessons and achieving excellent results on the practice GCSE papers. Rehan 

Hussain and Scarlet Lay (Yr10) Very interactive in the online lessons and giving excellent 

answers to questions. 
 
 
 

Mr Dahal: Tyler Kerry (Yr7) Tyler is making great progress this year. He is always keen to 

contribute to class discussions. He is moving onto the extension work and challenging 

himself and this has led to an improvement in his test scores.  

Well done to all our nominated students this week – as you can tell we found it tricky to 

only pick a few! Please see Mrs Pennells when we return to school to collect your praise 

postcards.  

Tyler Kerry Y7                                                Abi Gregory Y11                                       Charlie Clayton Y11 



History January 2021 

It’s been a somewhat unusual start to the term but we have been really pleased with engagement in          

live-streamed lessons.  Attendance to online history lessons has been high and students have adapted to 

doing their history work at home well.  Students are getting better at contributing verbally to discussions in 

live-streamed lessons too.  Well done folks and keep it up! 

Termly History Prize Winners: 

Before Christmas, we identified seven students, one from each group, who were deserving of the termly 

history prize.  Only the hardest working and highest achieving history students are rewarded in this way. 

The winners for last term were: 

Y7-Oliwia Szulc-Completes all tasks to the best of her ability, including extension tasks. Regularly           

contributes to class discussion. 

Y8-Lily Young-Excellent result in the recent assessment; a really focused 

and hard-working  student. 

Y9-Ollie Jackson-Excellent focus and classwork, high quality homework, 

significantly above target assessment results. 

Y10-Matthew Sung-Solid commitment to the subject. Engagement in 

class discussion and producing excellent quality class notes and            

assessments above target. 

Y11-Lottie Reid-Superb classwork, homework, attitude to learning and 

PPE result. 

Y12-Lily Sear-Excellent contributions in class discussion, superb attitude 

towards learning, consistently high quality essays (multiple A* grades  

already) 

Y13-Sara Saeed-Superb attitude to learning and has produced a     

coursework essay of the highest quality.  

 

 

News: 

Year seven are on the last part of their studies on medieval England.  They have been learning about the 

Black Death and Peasants’ Revolt most recently. 

Year eight students have nearly finished their studies on the First World War.  They are soon to move on 
to look at the USA and USSR in the 1920s and 30s. 

Year nine students have started their studies on crime and punishment in the Industrial Period.  Most     

recently, they have been assessing the relative significance of C19th prison reformers. 

Year ten have started the third of their four units in GCSE history. Now they are looking at the American 

West.  They are currently learning about the way of life of Native Americans. 

Year eleven gained some excellent results in their November PPEs.  They are now finishing their studies 

on Nazi Germany.  This week they have been looking at the Nazis policies for women and the youth. 

Year twelve are now studying the reign of Charles I and the nature of Mussolini’s dictatorship.  They will 

continue with this after they have finished their PPEs. 

Year thirteen are continuing with their studies on Civil Rights in the USA.  Lately they have focussed on 
Trade Unionism and developments in labour rights as well as completing their studies on the development 
of African American civil rights. 



Happy New Year to all the parents and carers of Year 10 students, 

Welcome to the start of the spring term, although it feels that it has been turned on its head already as 

once again we are faced with another lockdown. Once more the resilience of our Year 10 students has 

been seen, since starting back last Wednesday, as they faced five and a half more weeks of working from 

home. The students are becoming experts at navigating the repeated routines of the Google platforms 

and Satchel One: Show My Homework to access their virtual live lessons and complete work for their 

GCSE courses. I am so impressed with the response that the majority of Year 10 students have shown in 

the face of this repeated bout of home learning and with such short notice to get their working routines up 

and running again. Well done Year 10 for a great start to the term! 

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all the parents and carers of Year 10 students for their 

work at home in setting up their children to be able to engage with teachers for their virtual learning. I    

understand that this has, once again, come with a variety of challenges for parents to face as they juggle 

younger siblings’ school work, their own work and running a household, while under the spectre of the 

Covid 19 threat to us all. 

Below I have added the information that was borne out of my welcome assembly to Year 10 students last 

week, where I created a ‘Lockdown Learning Checklist’ for students to remind them of the basics of        

setting themselves up and preparing to get the most out of their lessons. You may find this information 

useful to go through with your  child to ensure they are getting the most out of their distance learning;     

especially for them to understand which members of staff are the best people to talk to in school if they 

are feeling a bit overwhelmed or anxious about their studies. It is key to the welfare of young people that 

together we try to support our students with their positive mental health as much as their physical health. 

 

Get the learning environment right at home: 

 Try to find somewhere in your home that gives you some space and is quiet so that you can             

concentrate. Discuss what you will need with your parents/carers so they can try to facilitate a good 

working environment for you. 

 Avoid distractions – put your mobile phone and gaming controllers away in another room so that you 

can concentrate on each lesson of your timetable. Do not be tempted to contact your friends, you 

know how quickly time can be wasted doing this. Build a contacting time slot into your day and tell 

your friends so that they know when best to contact you, and visa-versa. Be disciplined on this 

point! 

 Make sure that you have all the resources for your lessons prepared for each day and easily             

accessible e.g. on your desk, dining room table, etc. 

 If there are resources that you need ASK! Contact your tutor and they will try and get what you need 

for you, through the relevant staff, to be able to complete work set. 

 If you were allowed to borrow a school laptop during the previous lockdown then ask a parent/carer 

to contact the school again to ask if it is possible for another one to be made available for you.  

 

Set up your good routines for the day again: 

 Get up and get active - don’t waste time lying in bed in the morning or waiting for your parents to 

leave for work before diving under the duvet again! 

 

 The school day - your virtual school day starts at 8.35am as normal with registration and a tutor 

time session with your tutor. Tutors will be giving important information out each day that you will 

need to be aware of and the topic each week from the Pastoral Programme. Have a copy of your 

timetable pinned near to where you are working to remind you what lessons you have coming up 

each day. 

 



 

 Virtual lessons - you must attend each of the virtual lessons that are provided for you by your       

subject teachers according to your timetable. The school now has the means to track your             

attendance to your virtual lessons and I will be contacting your parents if you do not attend lessons 

without a substantial reason. Also do not deliberately go into and attend another teacher’s lesson 

causing disruption to the learning of others. 

 

 Google Classrooms – get used to logging into your virtual lessons via your Google Classrooms    

platform and remind yourself how to do this; again, if you are unsure of what to do contact your tutor 

so they can help you. 

 

 Satchel One: Show My Homework – you must log onto this platform every morning to check what 

coursework, homework, messages and resources have been set for you by subject teachers,       

tutors and myself. 

 

Problem solving – who to contact and why! 

 

 Your subject teacher – if you were in a normal lesson and you did not understand the work set for 

you, what would you do? Answer - put your hand up and wait for the teacher to come to you with 

advice and support. At home, if you have a question about your work, do not wait or ignore it,       

contact your teacher straight away by emailing them. Most of your teacher’s email addresses are on 

the school’s website. Teachers will be pleased that you are being pro-active with your learning. Do 

not sit on work, send it in when you have completed it or take a photo of the completed work and 

email it in as evidence of completion. 

 

 Your tutor – if you have anxieties and questions about your virtual lessons and generally about 

how you are coping with learning from home then contact your tutor as a first port of call. They may 

not have an instant answer but will do their best to find another member of staff to help you or to 

find out good advice and will get back to you. Do not let small concerns fester into big issues! 

 

 Your Head of Learning – Contact me directly if you prefer and I will try and help if I can. Like your 

tutor I will be able to support you with pastoral concerns e.g. how you are coping with lockdown 

learning, anxieties, stress and mental health concerns. I can also engage with other staff and         

resources in school to help support you. 

 

I hope that you find some of the points I have highlighted above useful reminders for your sons and 

daughters as they establish their working routines at home. Please contact me directly if you have any 

concerns regarding your son or daughter working from home that I may be able to help with. 

 

Best wishes 

 

Toby Holland – Head of Learning for Year 10 



 



Year 8 

Year 8 has been successfully logging into live lessons and has been producing some amazing work. I 

had a number of staff who have been so impressed with students' contributions in Personal                   

Development lessons. Tutor Time Personal  Development moves to e-safety next week. All tutor groups 

have worked on 'The Rule of Law'. I really would like a figure of more than 85% of lessons being attended 

next week. If you have any concerns please let the tutor or subject teacher know. Our IT team is able to 

support/advise with Wi-Fi and computer concerns. Thank you to all parents/carers who attended the new 

look parents evening this week, your feedback is helpful.  

Over the next 3 weeks students will see a live assembly on option choices ready for the transition into 

year 9. Subject course information is being worked on by heads of department ready to showcase via a 

website by the end of January.  

A pleasing start year 8 - Keep the good work going 

Mr Fitton – Head of Learning 

 

Violence against women and girls – call for evidence launched by the Home Office 

The Home Office have launched a call for evidence to inform the development of the government’s next Tackling 

Violence Against Women and Girls Strategy. Views are sought from those with lived experience of harm as well as 

those with expertise in working with victims and survivors, those involved in preventative activity and those involved 

in providing services. This includes relevant professionals, such as those working in social care, education, law      

enforcement, local government, public health and healthcare. 

Anyone aged 16 or over is welcome to contribute to the call for evidence and does not have to have experienced 

violence or abuse to take part.  

Anyone wishing to participate is asked to complete the public survey or provide a written submission.  

Further information on this consultation and how to get involved can be found in the Home Office violence against 

women and girls call for evidence.  

This consultation will close at 11:45pm on 19 February.  

https://ipsos.uk/VAWGsurvey
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/violence-against-women-and-girls-vawg-call-for-evidence
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/violence-against-women-and-girls-vawg-call-for-evidence


 

DRAMA  -  Specifically KS3 

Music News 

 

Congratulations to Kieran Wells and Nathan Walls, who have both been entered into the finals of the 
“Northamptonshire Music & Performing Arts Trust Composition Competition” this year. This is an annual 
competition, where students compose film music, either set to a piece of film, or based on an advert for a 
film. Kieran has composed a piece in the Sci-Fi genre, and Nathan has composed a piece in the Martial 
Arts genre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the past we have had winners in all three Key Stage categories, and we wish them well in their entry. 
Winners receive £75 in vouchers, and the opportunity to participate in a workshop with a professional 
composer. 



MFL News - Stars of remote learning   
 
We would like to congratulate the following students for their hard work and        
contributions to lessons since the start of term  
 

 

Name Year  Language 

Daniel Smith 7 French  

Emma Hayward 7  French  

Hollie Hughes  7  French  

Isabella Gilchrist 7 French 

Harriet Blake 7 French 

Lachlan Gough 7 French 

Anoushey Rizvi 7 French 

Rhys Tracey 7 French 

Isabella Gilchrist 7 French 

Zach Hazell 8 German  

Amelia Moore 8  German  

Rebecca Russell 8 German  

Ibrahim Adil  8 German  

Maddy Brown 8 French 

Tallulah Robertson 8  French 

Ella Tilling 8 French 

Chloe Durn 8 French 

Jessica Hughes 8 German 

Eden Boote 9 German 

Sacha Bayford 9 German 

Jack Bowen 9 German 



 

 

Mr. Williamson wishes to congratulate MFL students on how well so many are     
engaging with online lessons and producing excellent work. Keep it up and well 
done! 

 

Miss Evans would like to say a massive well done to her Spanish Year 11 and 
French Year 10 who have worked well on collaborative writing pieces during online 
learning. This involved a range of technology (Google Meets and Google Docs) 
and was extremely challenging. Both groups were successful in completing their 
writing pieces despite the challenge of working online. 

 "working in groups was good because it feels less isolated as you 

usually do in the online lessons", Mayah, Year 10 

 "working in groups was good because it gets work done quicker", 

Leah, Year 10 

 "Personally I enjoy the group work as we feel like we are more in 

the classroom", Eddie, Year 10 

Jack Bowen 9 German 

Neave Hayn 9  German 

Kameron Mayers 9 French 

Nina Alkayali 9 French 

Georgie Williams 10 German  

Pippa Bullock 10 German 

Jamie Cooknell 10 German 

James Hijstee 10 German 

Aoife McHenry 10 French 

Leah Green 10 French 

Kathryn Glenny 10 French 

Mimi Guinness 10 French 


